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Letter to the Editor

There Is No Such Thing as "Inert" Matter
Robert N. Boyd*
ABSTRACT
The trend towards a universal human acceptance of the dogma that "everything is inert" has led
humanity to various conditions of despair and depression and oppression and suppression, and vast
numbers of other kinds of suffering. It is high time that this trend should be reversed, so that direct and
transcendent personal experiences of Nature and Divinity are allowed to be sought out by the people,
and then treasured, rather than reviled as "unscientific". A science completely devoid of Consciousness
is utterly incapable of predicting any event or result that involves Consciousness.
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There is no such thing as "inert" matter, nor is any aspect of physics "inert". These concepts were
invented exclusively by suppressive, oppressive, and fear-driven people in their attempts to disregard all
of Nature, and all of Consciousness, and all of Divinity, and thus, ultimately, even other people, as being
similarly "inert", and thus to be "used and abused", with no conscience or compassion whatsoever,
regarding such abuses.
This destructive stance of, "everything is inert", has historically been the origination of many similarly
destructive human intentions and actions, which have produced many problems for the Innocents of
Nature, and many problems for the majority of innocent human beings. As this trend has been going on
for several centuries, humanity has become more and more distanced, and more and more separated,
from the Divine and from Nature.
As a result of this trend, everything and everyone, has suffered. It is high time that this trend should be
reversed, so that direct and transcendent personal experiences of Nature and Divinity are allowed to be
sought out by the people, and then treasured, rather than reviled as "unscientific". A science completely
devoid of Consciousness is utterly incapable of predicting any event or result that involves
Consciousness.
Relativity theory and quantum mechanics are helpless to predict anything that any living or Conscious
Being does, even though the behaviors of Conscious Beings have vast, pervasive, dramatic, and easily
observable and measurable physical influences, on any environment with which they are involved. Then
since Consciousness is ubiquitous, physics is mostly helpless regarding the results and activities of
Consciousness, in any form which implies that physics, in general, is helpless in dealing with Reality.
All the material portions of Reality, including rocks and minerals and metals and water and clouds and
mountains and lightning, and the various fields and forces, are either inherently Conscious Beings, or are
resulting from the activities of Conscious Beings. There exist many kinds of non-biological and non*
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physical forms of Consciousness. As such, they must be accounted for and treated with courtesy and
respect. And even admiration, since they are all clearly better off, psychologically, than some people.
They all live in the Cosmic Harmony, while many human beings do not.
The trend towards a universal human acceptance of the dogma that "everything is inert" has led
humanity to various conditions of despair and depression and oppression and suppression, and vast
numbers of other kinds of suffering. Nature and Divinity have none of these conditions innately. All that
exists, Lives constantly in the Cosmic Harmony, aside from dogmatized and brainwashed people. The
Cosmic Harmony is not theoretical, nor is it an intellectual abstraction or imagining. It has already been
proven to exist with instrumented physical experiments. Such results are typically suppressed by those
who are inclined to support the "status quo", in all of the sciences.
Instrumentation which is able to record and measure energy-informational contents and ether fluxes
will change all this "scientific" nonsense regarding the actual role of Consciousness in the reproducibly
observable behaviors of the living Universe.
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